
 

ENGL 2280-50 World Literature CRN 26292                                                           Dr. Julia Combs 
Spring Semester 2013                                       Office HCC 423  
Wed 5:15-7:45 PM                                                          Office 652-7868   Cell 669-0727 
HCC 476                                                                                  combs@dixie.edu 
3 credit hours                                                                              office hours: M & F 12-2; W 7:45-8:30 
 

SYLLABUS 
TEXTBOOKS 
Required Text: The Longman Anthology of World Literature, Volumes D, E, F.  2

nd
 Edition.  New York: 

Longman, 2004.  ISBN 0-321-20237-6 (includes Volumes D, E, and F: The Seventeenth Century to the 

Twentieth Century) 

 

Recommended Text: MLA Style handbook 

 
GENERAL COURSE DESCRIPTION 
This course is for students in all disciplines who would like to increase their enjoyment of literature and fulfills 

a humanities requirement for general education.  The course provides students with a basic understanding of 

novels, short stories, poems, plays, and/or essays.  Students will learn to read analytically and write critically.  

The class meets for 3 lecture hours per week. 
 

GOALS 
Students will be expected to achieve the following: 

 Understand the unique value of literary expression as an aesthetic form that challenges the senses, the 

intellect, and the imagination as it offers insight into human values and identity 

 Appreciate the complex relationship between the aesthetic and intellectual aspects of literature and the 

culture and time in which it is produced 

 Recognize literary diversity and different world views as a source of enrichment, vitality, and strength 

 Achieve an awareness of the power of literature to contribute to human understanding and cultural 

remembrance 

 Understand the basic elements of literature, including fictional and dramatic elements (plot, setting, 

characterization, etc.), rhetorical figures (metaphor, symbol, irony, paradox, metonymy, etc.), and basic 

linguistic elements (diction, tone, syntax, parts of speech, etc.)--wherever appropriate 
  

OBJECTIVES 
Students will be expected to complete the following: 

 Read an extensive amount of literature in at least three different genres (essays, poetry, short fiction, 

drama and novels) 

 Participate in meaningful discussions of literature within the classroom, using appropriate terminology 

and critical concepts  

 Respond to texts in writing assignments in and outside the classroom, some of which would involve a 

research component 
 

EVALUATION 
Students will be assessed based on their ability to 

 Analyze and write about texts critically and eloquently 

 Contribute to textual analyses and discussions with fresh and cogent insights 



 

 Conduct scholarly research effectively and critically 

 Incorporate this research persuasively in textual analyses and adhere to current MLA citation and 

documentation conventions 

 Perform satisfactorily on exams that measure retention of course material as well as original analysis 

and interpretation 

 Participate in lectures and discussion to develop skill in articulating and defending analyses and 

interpretations of literary works in a group context 

 

WRITING REQUIREMENTS 
Students in this course will 

 Write at least one critical essay of at least 5 pages on a theme, work, group of works, or any other 

relevant topic that demonstrates close reading, analysis, and interpretive skill 

 Write several brief responses on relevant topics to demonstrate competency in reading and responding 

critically and cogently to literary texts 

 Write at least one timed in-class examination 

 

GRADING 
I will determine semester grades based on the following: 

 3 Literary analysis papers   15 points (5 points each) 

 Reading quizzes   10 points  

 Group Teaching   10 points 

 Individual Project   10 points 

 Research Project            20 points  

 Midterm    10 points 

 Final Exam    15 points 

 Participation    10 points 

 

  Total points possible           100 points 

 

You may calculate your grade at any time during the semester by dividing the total points received by the total 

points possible.   
 

GRADING SCALE 
 A  = 94 - 100  C  = 74 - 76 

 A- = 90- 93  C- = 70 - 73 

 B+ = 87 - 89  D+ = 67 - 69 

 B  = 84 - 86  D = 64 – 66 

 B- = 80 - 83  D- = 60 - 63 

 C+ = 77 –79  F  = 59 and below 
 

QUIZZES 
I will give frequent in-class quizzes and response writing assignments that will require you to have done the 

assigned reading.  These quizzes cannot be made up, but I will drop your lowest score to help compensate for 

emergency absences.  If your absence is due to a school-sponsored activity, you may request alternate 

assignments as long as you follow school policy as described in DSC’s webpage: 

http://www.dixie.edu.humanres/pol.html 
 

http://www.dixie.edu.humanres/pol.html


 

LATE PAPER POLICY 
Papers must be submitted on the days indicated on the syllabus, or earlier is an absence is planned.  Late papers 

will be docked one letter grade for each class period they are late.  Late papers will not be graded until the end 

of the semester.  Papers submitted more than one week late will not be accepted.   

 
CONFERENCES 
My office hours are limited, but I have given you my cell phone number and email address.  Please contact me 

with any questions or problems, sooner rather than later.  I can often help, but only if I am given the 

opportunity.   
 

PLAGIARISM 

Under the “Student Rights and Responsibilities Code,” Section 33.5.1.4 on Dixie’s home page, plagiarism is 

thoroughly defined.  Please access this page and read the definition carefully: 

http://www.dixie.edu/humanres/polstu.html  Note that plagiarism includes cheating, such as “copying from 

another student’s test papers”; “using materials during a test not authorized by the person giving the test”; 

“collaborating with any other person during a test [or quiz]”; “soliciting or receiving unauthorized information 

about any test”; “using any unauthorized resource or aid in the preparation or completion of any course work, 

exercise, or activity”; and “collusion, which is the unauthorized collaboration with another person in preparing 

work offered for credit.”  Plagiarism is grounds for failure in this course.   

 

All final papers must be submitted to turnitin.com (on Canvas).  Drafts may be submitted to turnitin.com, and 

they may be subsequently revised.  Turnitin.com is an effective tool for helping you see how you are 

synthesizing your sources.  I encourage you to submit and early draft.    
 

DISABILITY RESOURCE CENTER 
If you are a student with a medical, psychological, or learning disability and would like accommodations, 

contact the Disability Resource Center (652-7516) in the Student Services Center.  The Disability Resource 

Center will determine your eligibility for services based upon complete professional documentation.  If you are 

deemed eligible, the Disability Resource Center will further evaluate the effectiveness of your accommodation 

requests and will authorize reasonable accommodations that are appropriate for your disability. 
 

WRITING CENTER 
The college provides a free service for students desiring additional assistance with their writing assignments in 

all courses.  The Writing Center is located in the Browning Building.  Call Barbara Turnbow at 652-7743 for 

hours and information. 

 

Email 
Important class and college information will be sent to your DSC email account.  This information includes 

your DSC bill, financial aid/scholarship notices, notification of dropped classes, reminders of important dates 

and events, and other information critical to your success in this class and at DSC.  All DSC students are 

automatically assigned a DSC email account.  If you don’t know your username and password, go to 

www.dixie.edu.  You will be held responsible for information sent to your Rebelmail email, so please 

check it often. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.dixie.edu/humanres/polstu.html
http://www.dixie.edu/humanres/polstu.html
http://www.dixie.edu/


 

Calendar This calendar is subject to change, based on the needs of the class.  Items listed on the calendar are due 

at the beginning of class.   

  Date  Assignments Due (at beginning of class) 

Week 1 Wed Jan 9 Course intro  

Week 2 Wed Jan 16 Volume D Jean-Baptiste Poquelin (Moliere) Tartuffe 204-251 

Jonathan Swift “The Lady’s Dressing Room” 292-296 

Lady Mary Wortley Montague “The Reasons that Induced Dr. S” 296-98 

Week 3 Wed  Jan 23 Volume D Chikamatsu Mon’Zaemon  “The Love Suicides at Amijima” 48-73  

Mihri Khatun (three poems) 168-69 

Fuzuli  (three poems) 169-173 

Week 4 Wed Jan 30 Volume D Francios-Marie Arouet (Voltaire) Candide (464) 

Week 5 Wed Feb 6 Volume E Due: Essay 1 

The Folk and their Tales (20-63) 

Week 6 Wed Feb 13 Volume E Goethe “Erlking” and “To the Moon” 131-134 & 250-252 

Keats “Ode to a Nightingale” 107-108 

Nguyen Du “The Tale of Kieu” 304-336 

Week 7 Wed Feb 20  Ludwig Tieck “Fair Haired Eckbert” 445-455  

Samuel Taylor Coleridge “The Rime of the Ancient Mariner” 426-444 

Edgar Allan Poe “The Pit and the Pendulum” 478-487 

Week 8 Wed Feb 27  Midterm 

Week 9 Wed Mar 6  Fredrick Douglass  “Narrative” 735-788 

Week 10 Wed Mar 13 Spring Break No Class 

Week 11 
Wed Mar 20  Henrik Ibsen “A Doll’s House”  

Charlotte Perkins Gillman “The Yellow Wallpaper” (845) 

Week 12 Wed Mar 27 Volume F Due: Essay 2  ????Dostoevsky????? and Tolstoy???  Or add Tolstoy here 

Joseph Conrad , “The Nigger of Narcissus” and “Heart of Darkness” (55) 

Week 13 Wed Apr 3  Franz Kafka “Metamorphosis” (257) 

Due: Proposal for Research Essay 

Due: Works Cited page for Research Essay (properly formatted) 

Week 14 Wed Apr 10  Primo Levi “The Two Flags” and “Survival in Auschwitz” (405) 

Wilfred Owen “Anthem for Doomed Youth,” “Strange Meeting” and Dulce et 

Decorum Est”  

Yukio Mishima “Patriotism” (427) 

Due: Annotated Bibliography 

Week 15 Wed Apr 17  Gerald Vizenor   “Ice Tricksters,” “Shadows” (696) 

Paula Gunn Allen and Leslie Marmon Silko (723-731) 

Chinua Achebe “Things Fall Apart” (868-892) 

Discuss Revision.  Bring a draft of your paper to class tonight. 

Optional: Last day to submit a draft to me for revision (use Canvas) 

Week 16 

Wed Apr 24  Chinua Achebe “Things Fall Apart” (892-958) 

William Butler Yeats “The Second Coming” (324) 

Nadine Gordimer”The Defeated” (1019) 

Due: Essay 3  

Week 17 Final Exam:  Wednesday Mayl 1 @ 5 pm  

Due: Research Essay (Canvas submission)  

 

 



 

Eng 2280 Individual Presentation Guidelines 

 

Presentations should be no more than ten minutes in length and no shorter than seven minutes.  We will have 

one or two presentations per class time.  The material from in-class presentations could show up on in-class 

quizzes, and some of it will show up on the final exam 

 

  

 The presentation should be a presentation and not a reading of a paper.  You may use notes, of 

course, but please do not read directly from a paper.  If you do this, your presentation will fail.  Practice 

the presentation many times before you come to class to give it. 

 

 Presentations will come from material in our text that the class has not read.  Give an overview/ 

summary.  Direct the class to interesting quotations from the text.  Remember, your presentation 

may be our only contact with that particular portion of the text.  Refer to specific passages and lines 

in the text, and make sure to give us time to get to those references before you move on with the 

presentation. 

 

 Use good speaking skills and maintain eye contact with the audience.  Remember that you need to get 

the class interested and excited about your topic.  That means that even if you aren’t particularly excited 

about it, you need to appear to be excited about it.  There is nothing worse than a presenter who speaks 

in a monotone and is bored with his/her own topic. 

 

 Give us a valid overall assessment/evaluation of the text.  

 

 I, and other members of the class, reserve the right to ask you questions about the text you read. 
 

 Please see the rubric for information about grading policies. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Eng 2280 Group Teaching Guidelines 

 

Each group will consist of 4-6 students.  The group should compile a list of fifteen questions that show critical 

engagement with the text.  Each member of the group should contribute to the list of questions.   These 

questions should be typed and will be turned in to me for credit after the group presentation has ended. 

Basically, you will be the discussion leaders for the first twenty to thirty minutes of our discussion.  

 

 The rest of the class will be asked to come prepared to ask you any questions that they have about the 

text.  You are the experts for that text at that moment.  My position during the panel discussion will be 

as a member of the class, and I expect that the group will function as the teachers for that time frame.  

You may present the material in any way you would like.  You may use hand-outs, play games, 

give quizzes.   

 

 Each group member should have an opportunity to talk.  Make sure that students in the class who want 

to participate are given a chance to do so. 

 

 Your grade will be determined individually by how well you know the text, the depth of your discussion 

questions and the answers that you provide to those questions as well as those questions posed by the 

other group members and class members. 

 

 Students are responsible for the reading assignments due on the days of group presentations.   

 

 Material from the group teaching will be included in quizzes and in the final exam.  If the group chooses 

to give a quiz, the quiz grade may be included in with the regular class quiz grades. 

 

 The group should do some kind of activity that measures the classes preparation for the course 

discussion (quiz, game, reflective writing, whatever you wish to do). 

 

 Each member of the group MUST turn in an analysis with the project.  I will provide the analysis form. 

 

 The class will give the group feedback about the presentation, and I will take into consideration the 

comments made by class members about the presentation when I assign final grades. 

 

 Please see the rubric for information about grading criteria.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Individual Presentation Rubric for Literature (English 2280) 

 

 

Category 

 

2 points 

 

Comments 

Project demonstrates evidence of 

close reading of literature  

 Understanding of original text 

 Attention to detail is obvious 

 More than a passing glance at 

original text was required for 

this presentation 

  

Project demonstrates thorough 

analysis of literature  

 Directs students to OUR text 

 Reads interesting quotes from 

OUR text 

  

Project demonstrates interpretive 

skill  

 Shows evidence of engagement 

with the text 

 Provides accurate overall 

summary 

  Provides an evaluation of text 

  

Project provides Evaluation and 

Synthesis 

 Illustrates why the text is 

important to its period 

 Compares and contrasts it to 

other literature of the period  

other periods 

  

Final product  

 Uses good speaking skills  

 Engages the audience 

 Evidence of time an effort 

 Stays within the time limit! 

 Shows evidence of preparation 

  

 

Final Grade 

 

  

 

Comments: 

 

 

 



 

Group Roundtable Teaching Rubric for Literature (English 2280) 

 

Category 

 

2 points  

 

Comments 

All members of the group participate 

 Each individual submits a group 

evaluation paper in order to receive 

a grade. 

 Evidence is strong that all members 

of the group had an assignment.  

(Do not try to cover for others) 

 Provide specific evidence of work 

done by each group member. 

  

Thorough preparation and 

understanding of literature Directs 

students to OUR text 

 Reads interesting quotes from OUR 

text 

  

Engages the class in innovative and 

productive manner 

 Shows evidence of engagement 

with the text 

 Provides accurate overall summary 

  Provides an evaluation of text 

  

Involves the class in a way that reading 

of the material is encouraged and 

assessed (in some measureable way) 

 Uses good speaking skills  

 Engages the audience 

 Assesses class preparation in some 

measureable way. 

 Uses at least 20-30 minutes of class 

time  

 Shows evidence of preparation 

  

Group submits  

 15 questions for potential class 

discussion. 

 Questions are typed  

 Questions reflect critical reading 

of the text. 

  

 

Final Grade 

 

  

 

Comments: 


